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State Testing Begins

P R I M A RY S C H O O L
The children in Mrs. Ullah’s kindergarten class participated in fun and engaging stations,which were
based on a construction theme, that dealt with numbers 1 to 100.

First graders in Mrs. English, Mrs.
Diederich’s, Mrs. Proudfit’s classes used Chromebooks to work on
geometry standards.

Kindergarten students in Mrs.
Buchanan’s classroom were working together to locate and spell
their sight words. The students are
also working to build relationships
and leadership skills while using
sight word vocabulary.

Third grade students at Pleasant Hill Elementary School began the State Grade-Level Assessment in ELA on Monday, April 9th. This
makes the first of the mandated State testing
sessions in the district. The school counselor,
Mrs. Terri Zimmerschied, has led the elementary staff through training prior to testing as a
part of the test preparation and protocol. The
beginning of testing on Monday was completed
successfully without any problems. The PHR-III
Technology Department took steps prior to
testing to ensure the successful administration
of the mandated testing from a technical standpoint. The hard work and collaboration by all
district staff was evident as the third grade
students took their assessment!

5-Minute Articulation Therapy
Nathan Wood - Primary School SLP
The Speech and Language Department has
worked diligently this quarter to identify students in need of daily skill and drill to produce
speech sounds appropriately. This is a program for delivering services to students with
speech sound disorders by scheduling short,
individual drill sessions. This program requires little
planning for the professional and minimal time out of
the classroom for the student. The child receives
therapy in the hallway or a nearby available location
for designated number of 5-10 minute sessions,
based on therapy needs. Research has shown that
this model is more effective than traditional group
therapy in achieving speech articulation goals.

PHPS teachers spent the afternoon of March 29 exploring Project Lead the Way (PLTW) activities. They will be implementing these exciting units in their
classrooms next year!

E L E M E N TA RY S C H O O L

Spotlight on Critical Thinking
Teachers taught their peers critical thinking routines during March 29th professional development. The
two newest routines - Step Inside (with Chalk Talk) and Hotspot - focus on perspective and importance of
details. Teachers shared how they have been using them in their rooms and asked the teachers to participate in practicing the routine.

During PD teachers shared their superpowers and kryptonite. They also took time to recognize the amazing
abilities of each other.

Ready for Spring
Assessments
Close
up of kids working
Superheroes hold the Ultimate Power! Students and staff
have been preparing for MAP testing by reviewing skills and
building test taking stamina and strategies. This year the ES
will be using the large Dome space allowing two classrooms
to test at the same time using chromebooks. We are ready to
show what we know!

I N T E R M E D I AT E S C H O O L
Congratulations to the PHIS Students of the Week! They were
selected by their teachers for exhibiting the character trait, perseverance. We are proud of them
and the effort they put forth!

Week of April 2-6

Week of April 9-13

Congratulations to the PHIS Students of the Month for April! They were nominated by their peers for exhibiting the character trait, perseverance! What an honor to be recognized by one’s peers in this manner! We are
proud of them and the effort they put forth!
PHIS has held its own version of March Madness! One competition centered on typing—Keyboard Madness!
Classrooms at each grade level have competed against one another to see which class types the highest
number of words per minute. Winners are moving through the bracket; within the next two weeks we will
have a type-off between the 5th grade and the 6th grade classroom champions to determine the school champion. Additionally, there will be an individual winner crowned at each grade
level for the most words typed per minute. Students have enjoyed putting their
typing skills to the test and working together to advance as a team while having
a little fun!
March Madness has also been circulating through the library as students vote
on books! All students were invited to participate in a 16 Team Single Elimination Tournament by completing a bracket that contained some of the top books
in the library such as Million Dollar Putt, Pinch Hit, Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Lunch
Money, and Hatchet . After students vote, the bracket is updated and winners
are announced in the Morning Motivator. Students have enjoyed voting on their favorites! There will a book
winner (the most engaging book in the library!) and a student winner in the end! This has been a great way
to promote reading and get students excited about books!

M I D D L E S CH O O L

Above: The MS gym floor was stripped down to concrete last week to prepare for new hardwood and new rubber surfacing under the bleacher area.
Middle school teachers met to review students FASTBridge data to assess skills. The staff chose two skills to focus on before the final FASTBridge assessment in May. All staff will incorporate either using text to make inferences or word problems using measurement. In addition to these local assessments,
students will begin EOC and MAP testing in the final week of April. Ms. Pierce will be taking members of the Technology Student Association to the University
of Missouri-Science and Technology in Rolla for their annual contest. The gym floor was removed during spring break to prepare for the new wooden floor as
well as the mondo, a rubber coating used in athletic facilities, which will replace the tile under the bleachers. PE classes will use the weight room and the turf
field, as weather allows, during the gym’s renovation. Middle School Track and Field competed in their first meet last Thursday and will host meets on April 10
and 18 this year.

Top left and center: Mrs. Kirchoffer’s ELA 8 students
use rulers and Chromebooks to determine the distance from two points in Pleasant Hill. Top right and
middle left: Ms. Gilman’s ELA 7 students make inferences based on the cover and excerpts from The
Outsiders. Middle center and right: Track and Field
began its season Thursday night at Oak Grove.
Lower left: Art students made 3-D pieces that
popped right off the wall. Lower center and right:
Introduction to Agriculture students work through stations as Ms. Wingard checks in with small groups.

HIGH SCHOOL

Teams of students in Mr. Woodson's government classes researched examples of direct action taken during the Civil Rights
Movement in order to create a "Gallery of Action." Each student then used their classmates' posters to complete a scavenger
hunt where they explored the importance of and history behind the fight for civil rights in the United States.

On Thursday, March 29, Mr. Jeff Wallace, BMW Kansas
City-St. Louis Area Manager, came in to speak to Mr.
Holt’s Business Management & Leadership in the Workplace classes. Mr. Wallace spoke on real world examples of classroom topics such as; organizational structures, management & leadership styles with an emphasis
in servant leadership and coaching, career paths and
steps to those various paths, and daily responsibilities of
managers in his career. Thanks, Mr. Wallace!

High School Algebra B - Mr. Smith and Mrs. Felden
The students in Algebra 1A are identifying functions of Domain and Range. The objective of this lesson is for the students to Identify the domain and range for
relations described with words, symbols, tables, sets of ordered pairs, and graphs. The students used ordered pairs to identify the domain, range, and functions
and then created different types of mapping diagrams, tables and graphs to demonstrate their ability to understand the relationship between domain and range.
The expectation is for students to understand that the domain is the set of all possible X-values, and the range is the set of all possible Y-values. Coach Smith
was presenting the instruction to the students with examples of how to find the domain and range, and plot the ordered pairs on a graph. Then students practiced creating a graph, labeling the horizontal axis (X-axis) and the vertical axis (Y-axis) and plotting coordinates. Students were able to discuss with their group
and ask questions about domain and range, and share their graphs. Lastly, we asked the students to use their chromebooks to participate in a Kahoot activity
to identify domain and range. The Kahoot activity was used as a formative assessment to check the understanding of individual students over domain, range,
and functions. The formative assessment showed that students were able to perform basic concepts 80% of the time.

P R I M A RY S C H O O L C O N T I N U E D

